1987 ford f150 ignition switch

The ignition switch in Ford vehicles is responsible for handling the electrical signals related to
starting the vehicle. A failing ignition switch can cause system-wide problems ranging from the
ability of the car to start, to maintaining speed and even keeping the radio turned on. Careful car
owners can recognize the symptoms of ignition switch failure before the problem leaves them
stranded on the side of the road. An ignition switch performs several functions for a vehicle.
The ignition switch also connects the vehicle's starter to the battery, and sends the initial surge
of electricity to the starter which starts the car. What is often called the "ignition switch" is
actually two components: the lock cylinder, and the electric switch. The lock cylinder is the
housing into which a vehicle's starter key is inserted, and the electric switch is located just
behind it. In most Ford models these two parts are combined into one unit with four positions
that the starter key turns to through the ignition process: off, accessories, on, and start. The
electronic switch receives the signal communicated through positioning of the lock cylinder to
release power from the battery to perform the function dictated by the starter key's position.
When the car starts, the electric switch allows power to flow from the battery to the starter,
which results in what most refer to as "turning over" of the engine. When one or both of these
parts fail the electronic switch and the lock cylinder they have distinct symptoms. When the
electric switch fails, the vehicle will experience several symptoms. The vehicle will not be able
to turn over because the electrical wiring in the electric switch isn't able to communicate with
the battery, and the vehicle's accessories will function poorly lights dim or not working.
Problems in the vehicle's lock cylinder will impact the driver's ability to insert the starter key
into the lock housing. The cylinder may become stripped or damaged resulting in the starter key
no longer fitting, or the key being unable to lock into the drive position. Problems with the lock
cylinder may be intermittent with the position slipping while the car is operating which will
cause sluggish acceleration and stalling. Vehicle stalling will occur without warning and is often
mistaken for alternator failure because it will seem as though the battery is unable to retain a
charge, which is in part true as the battery is not receiving a signal to send power to the starter
to initiate starting procedures. The problem is cascading, impacting multiple vehicle systems.
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electronic switch receives the signal communicated through positioning of the lock cylinder to
release power from the battery to perform the function dictated by the starter key's position.
Starting Problems When the electric switch fails, the vehicle will experience several symptoms.
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Year Make Model Search. Ignition Switch. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery
options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout. Brand : BSS
Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by our limited
lifetime warranty. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Ford. Product Reviews There are no
reviews for this item. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest
quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA
Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use
Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before
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Ignition Switch. Hi I just replaced the cylenoid switch in my truck but when I go to start it It will
turn over but when I take the key out of the ignition It will still be trying to turn over. Could it be
the ignition switch thats gone bad? Do you. Sounds like that ccould be the problem, take out
the cylinder and try to turn it with a screw driver, does it still stick when switch is turned back?
Was this answer. Ok it's not the ignition switch so what else could it be? Whats the results you
found? Tell me what happened when you used the screw driver and hiton the cylinder. Well I
taped on the solenoid switch with a wrench and it stops. But some times when I try to start it
when I pull the ignition back into the run possition it stops, and other times it won't. You may
need a new solenoid then, sounds like it may be sticking. When you put the new starter relay on
make sure the battery is fully charged, if not you will ruin the relay in no tiem at all. It's brand
new, I even took it and had then switch it out for another one and it did the same thing. But
tapping on it causes the starter to stop staying engaged? When replacing each time do you use
a fully charged battery with clean connections and good grounds? If not it gets too much amps
and it welds the plates together causing it to fail. Ok I just found out the altinator isn't getting a
charge could that be why the solinoid is staying engaged? Shouldnt have anything to do wiht
the solenoid, are the wirings grounding out on eachother? It just charges the battery, if the
battery is low and your trying to start a vehicle with anew solenoid youll trash it in a hurry. I
have this same problem. I have tried 3 different relays. The battery is fully charged, the ignition
wire to the "S" terminal is going on and off. If I tap the relay, on the fender , the starter
disengages. Disconnect the s wire and check it with a light tester when you turn the ignition on
to start then the light should light up. When you release the ignition switch then the light should
go out. If the light stays light then there is feed back from another sourse. Check for a good
ground. The relay needs a good ground to work properly. If not sometimes there is residual feed
back to the the terminals. Thanks for the reply. As I stated in my post Ihave tested the "S" wire
to be sure the switch is functioning properly. I'll check the ground and make sure that the relay
is well grounded. That sounds like a possibility. Finally solved this. After replacing the relay 3
times, checking the switch to make sure power was being turned on and off to the relay,
cleaning all the connections, of course being sure the battery was fully charged. I finally
removed the starter and took it to Kragens, since it had a lifetime warranty, I had them test it.
They insisted it was good. I said to hell with it and bought another starter and relay anyway.
Went home and installed them. The truck starts perfectly now. Kagens test seems to be, if it
spins, it must be good. This is the second time I have replaced a starter they insisted was good.
The first was on my daughter's Mustang. The starter would not stay engaged, but they insisted
it was good. Sometimes it bench tests good but isnt due to the way its mounted. Might have a
short or a bad brush that when mounted in vehicle it doesnt work but does when bench tested.
Relays would weld shut if the starter is jammed mechanically not electrically. Or if the battery
level is low and you try to start it. After checking everything, following all of the advice given on
this site, un-mounting remounting the starter. I do not think you should be so fast to discount
the starter as being the problem. The test method does not place any load on the starter, its not
turning anything. I'm sorry but you will not be able to convince me that the starter was not the
problem all along. Wasnt stating that. Read what I said how it could have tested good but been
bad. What I was saying was neither of these conditions existed. I checked to be sure there was
not a lose bolt or something causing it to be improperly aligned. The starter was not jammed
mechanically. I charged the battery fully before attempting to restart it after the second relay
install. The third relay included being sure the relay was well grounded. It's fixed now, and I'm
happy. Thank you for all of your help. My point being don't discount the possibility that the
starter may be bad, even though it turns over the truck. Please login or register to post a reply.
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